
P a p e r  1  –
W a t e r s h i p

D o w n
1. READ the extract 

carefully – we can do this 
and discuss as a class.

2. LOCATE the beginning, 
middle and end.

3. DESCRIBE what happens 
in each section.

20 August 2021



OBJECTIVES THIS WEEK:

• To recap skills required from Language Paper 1

• To apply analysis skills.

• To develop evaluation skills.

• To write creatively, using effective planning.



Start the discussion:
• I believe that...
• In my opinion...
• One argument may be that...
• I’d like to make the point that…

Agree:
• I support your point because…
• Your opinion is reasonable because...
• I agree with your statement because...
• Your argument is a valid one because...

Build:
• Building on what... said...
• In addition to ...’s statement...
• I agree with your point, but should add that…
• Your argument is a good one, however it needs...

Challenge:
• This opinion could be questioned because…
• My own view is contrasting with yours because...
• I would like to challenge your argument because...
• I disagree with your statement for a number of reasons...

Hunting is a part of British culture and tradition and 
shouldn’t be illegal.



QUESTION 1 – WHAT CAN YOU 
REMEMBER?

5 minutes

List 4 things

Make sure they meet the focus of 
the question

Focus on set lines

Paraphrase or quote

Full sentences

Don’t over complicate

Don’t miss the obvious!



QUESTION 1
Read again the specified lines

Use direct quotations from the text

Paraphrase if needed

FULL SENTENCES4 MARKS 5 MINS

Read lines 1 – 4 of the extract.

List 4 things you learn about the setting.



POSSIBLE ANSWERS

Give yourself a mark out of 
4 and do NOT forget the 
rules of full and complete 

sentences!! 

• The grass was wet.
• The grass was thick.
• There was a stream.
• There are hills/slopes/it is hilly.
• Part of the slope is in the 

shade/shadow.
• The sun is setting.
• They are near a lane.
• There is a gate.



QUESTION 2 – LANGUAGE ANALYSIS

10 minutes

Set lines

Highlight the interesting words/phrases

3 – 4 paragraphs

Make sure they are focused on the 
question

Focus on methods – language at word 
level; language techniques

Use terminology

Mention the reader in every paragraph

Zoom in

 It also shows

Perceptive comments – link to bigger ideas



QUESTION 2 – 8 MARKS

• Reread lines 8 – 15. 

• How does the writer use language to describe the setting?

• What does the question mean? Highlight the key parts.

• Think >  Pair > Share



READING THE EXTRACT

Read

Find the section for the language 
question.

Find your evidence

Annotate 



A little way in front of them, the ground had been freshly disturbed. 
Two piles of earth lay on the grass. Heavy posts, reeking of paint, 
towered up as high as the holly trees in the hedge, and the board 
they carried threw a long shadow across the top of the field. Near 
one of the posts, a hammer and a few nails had been left behind.

The two rabbits went up to the board at a hopping run and 
crouched in a patch of nettles at the far side, wrinkling their noses at 
the smell of a dead cigarette-end somewhere in the grass. Suddenly 
Fiver shivered and cowered down.

Emotive language Metaphor Personification Noun Verb

Semantic field Simile Lists Adjective Adverb



Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:

Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:

Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:

Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:



This suggests… This links to…
Alternatively, it 

might… This indicates…

We can argue 
that…

The reader will… This 
demonstrates…

This reveals…

Method

Evidence

Analysis

1) Use your opening sentence to refer to a 
method the author has used.

2) Select a quotation from the text –
pick out a key quotation.

3) Analyse the meanings and 
connotations within the quotation –
this should be the longest part of the 
paragraph.



Method

Evidence

Analysis

1) Use your opening sentence to 
refer to a method the author 
has used.

2) Select a quotation from 
the text – pick out a key 
quotation.

3) Analyse the meanings 
and connotations within the 
quotation – this should be 
the longest part of the 
paragraph.

Live model paragraph… 

Useful sentences:
•This metaphor/simile/personification is 
used to show...
•The use of this 
adverb/verb/adjective/image represents...
•The writer is trying to symbolise...
•This image is effective because...
•The use of the adjective/noun/verb 
evokes a sense of…

This suggests… This links to… Alternatively, it 
might… This indicates…

We can argue 
that…

The reader 
will…

This 
demonstrates… This reveals…



Question 2 – Language (three to four paragraphs)

The writer uses the phrase__________ to suggest____________.  As readers 
this creates the image of________for us because_________. It also shows/zoom 
in__________

Quote
Phrases
Verb
Metaphor
Simile
Adjective
Onomatopoeia
Personification
Adverb
Noun
Hyperbole

This suggests
This highlights
This connotes
This implies
This portrays
This shows
This exemplifies
This illustrates

This would affect the 
reader because…
This creates a sense of… 
This is effective 
because…
Gives the impression of…
This makes the reader 
feel…



Have they made 
a range of clear 
points about the 

language 
techniques used? 

Have they 
included a range 

of quotations?

Have they 
explained the 
effect of the 

language 
techniques on 

the reader?

Have they tried 
to develop a 

range of 
interpretations 
of the language?

PEER ASSESSMENT



QUESTION 3 - STRUCTURE

TASK 1:

List as many STRUCTURAL 
techniques as you can…

TASK 2:

Look back at the sections you 
labelled beginning, middle and 

end:

Why does the writer want our 
focus to be there at this point? 
What do we learn about the 
text/characters/setting etc.? 



QUESTION 3 - 10 MINUTES
 10 minutes
 Structure
Zoom out – look at the whole text.
May help to summarise each paragraph with one word/phrase to see shifts in focus
 3 – 4 paragraphs
 Focus on structural techniques and their effect
Beginning > Middle > End
Use buzzwords help sheet
Mention the reader in every paragraph
 It also shows
 Perceptive comments – link to bigger ideas
Consider contrasts and HL techniques



Structure Terminology

• at first

• then

• at this point

• narrows down

• now

• focuses

• the author then introduces

• finally

• wide view

• eventually

• the author goes back to

• changes the scene to

• shifts away from

• Location

• Setting

• Protagonist

• 1st/2nd/3rd person narration

• Unreliable/omniscient narrator

• Introduction

• Conclusion

• Chronological

• Climactic moment

• Flashbacks/Flashforward

• Foreshadow

• Repetition

• Repeated motif

Can you locate any 
in your text? 

Always label them 
with an EFFECT of 

the technique



Key Phrases:
• The writer focuses our attention on…
• The writer changes our focus to…
• The text shifts from ____ to ____ …

Buzz Words:
Shift
Focus
Beginning
Middle
End



Key Phrases:
• The writer focuses our attention on…
• The writer changes our focus to…
• The text shifts from ____ to ____ …

Buzz Words:
Shift
Focus
Beginning
Middle
End



Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:

Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:

Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:

Method:

Evidence:

Analysis:



WRITING UP OUR RESPONSE… 
Method: The writer uses {insert method} …

The focus at the beginning is…  

Evidence: This is shown in paragraph/quote when it says… 

Analysis: This shows… 
The effect of this is… 



It is not ok to just 
identify different 
structural features… 
you must analyse what 
effect these have on 
the reader. 

You will need to analyse a 
minimum of 4 quotations to 
be able to hit this level.

Ideally you want to include 4-
6 quotations.

You must use subject 
terminology, otherwise 
you cannot get above 
2marks.

Why does the bigger 
picture matter? 

This is what the 
examiner is looking 

for! 



Personification: Colon:

Dirty 30: Simile:

Task:

Complete 
descriptive 
statements, 

prompted by 
this picture, 

using the 
criteria stated.

Remember the picture is just a prompt! Be creative and don’t just describe what you can see!



Personification: Colon:

Dirty 30: Simile:



INSERT D30 WORD TASK FOR YOUR 
CLASS
• M:\shared\Departments\ENGLISH\English 2021-22\KS4\English Language\Dirty 30 BiG Tasks



QUESTION 4
EVALUATION P

E

C

S
ALWAYS AGREE

It is much easier to find 
things that SUPPORT the 

statement. 

CONSTANT 
REFERENCE TO 

QUESTION
Use the words from the 

question constantly

Integrate PECS at 
every available 

opportunity to show 
you are EVALUATING 

language 

Focus this part of your answer on the second half the source, from line 17 
to the end.

A student, having read this section of the text, said “Fiver is petrified in this 
part. The writer makes it quite tense and we are expecting something bad to 

happen.”

To what extent do you agree?
In your response, you should:

• Write about your impressions of Pennywise
• Evaluate how the writer has created these impressions
• Support your opinions with quotations from the text.

20 marks



QUESTION 4
EVALUATION 

• 25 minutes – do a brief plan!
• 4 – 6 paragraphs
• Identify opinion (s) from the question
• Always agree and say why
• Find evidence to show we agree
• Explain why that quote helps us agree 
• PECS 
• Use the words from the question
• Analyse writer’s methods in that quote (AO2)
• Zoom in
• Link back to question/argument



WHAT DOES THE QUESTION MEAN?
• We must refer to the 

question, either explicitly 
or implicitly.

• That means we can use 
the words from the 
question or rephrase it, as 
long as we are saying the 
same thing!

• What synonyms 
(alternatives) could we 
use?

Question 

Something 
bad is 

going to 
happen

Tense Fiver is 
petrified 



BEGINNING YOUR RESPONSE 
Read again the lines referred to in the 

extract

Annotate quotations with EFFECT – ensure 
all quotes selected link to the STATEMENT

Locate METHODS – HOW has the writer 
created these impressions (use of specific 

lexis or writing/structural techniques?)

Ensure methods and effects located 
SUPPORT the statement for your AGREE 

point of view (PECS to evaluate!)



On the following slides are 3 quotations I have selected –
please explode them with PECS and EFFECT in response to 

the Q4. 

Fiver is petrified



Tense/something bad is 
going to happen





PARAGRAPH 
STRUCTURE TO HELP:

1) Agree with the 
statement

2) First reason for 
agreeing

3) Quotation (integrated) 
to prove that you agree

4) Effect and evaluation of 
language (PECS)

5) Agree with statement 
once more

.

Live model 
paragraph



SELF ASSESS

Highlight each part of your response.

Award a mark out of 20 using the mark scheme.

What do you need to do next time?

PARAGRAPH 
STRUCTURE TO HELP:

1) Agree with the 
statement

2) First reason for 
agreeing

3) Quotation (integrated) 
to prove that you agree

4) Effect and evaluation of 
language (PECS)

5) Agree with statement 
once more



P A P E R  1 :  
S E C T I O N  B

20 August 
2021

U S E  S PA G W O R K S H E E T  ( S U I TA B L E  F O R  
C L A S S )  F O R  B I G



This question will always follow the same format in that:

• it will provide a context for the students with real audience, form and purpose 
• it will provide a choice from two prompts 
• it will use bold text to set out the task 
• it will always provide at least one visual and one written stimulus 
• it will focus on description, and or narrative writing in keeping with the identity of the 
paper 
• it will always be related to the theme of the reading stimulus. 

The choice of task will randomly change: 

• sometimes a choice of description or narration tasks 
• sometimes a choice of two description tasks
• sometimes a choice of two narration tasks.

Remember



CREATIVE WRITING SECRET 7

• Detailed descriptions – saying a lot about a little

• Higher level vocabulary

• Language techniques and devices

• Accurate use of basic punctuation

• Higher level punctuation

• Variety of sentence lengths and structures

• Paragraphs – accurate and unusual



TIME TO PLAN!
5. Your school or college is 
asking students to 
contribute some creative 
writing for its website.

Either: write a short 
narrative set in a scene 
similar to the image.

Or: write a description 
that includes animals.



PARAGRAPH 1
PANORAMIC

PARAGRAPH 5
ZOOM IN 

PARAGRAPH 2
ZOOM IN

PARAGRAPH 6 – One Line

PARAGRAPH 7
ZOOM IN 

PARAGRAPH 3 – One line

PARAGRAPH 4
ZOOM IN

PARAGRAPH 8
PANORAMIC WITH A CHANGE



I DO



WE DO



YOU DO



Have a go at using the skill descriptors 
for AO5 AND AO6 to determine 

which band your paragraph sits in so 
far… 







GREEN PEN FOR GROWTH
Label your response with all of the awesome things you did within your 

writing. 

- Where did you meet the Secret 7? 

- Where did you WOW with your vocab? 

- Where did you use dashes and semicolons? 

- Create a WWW and an EBI based on the mark scheme and your 
labelled positives…

- What might you’ve missed? 

- What could you have done better next time? 

- Where could there have been a semicolon?
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